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ABSTRACT
Configuration of feature models in software product-lines
typically involves manipulating a model to modify the feature
selections and analyzing the model to ensure that no configuration
constraints are violated. In order to capture and reuse
configuration knowledge from different users, model
transformation and constraint languages can be used to specify
and automate the constraint checking and model manipulation
processes. However, this approach presents challenges to general
end-users (e.g., domain experts who may not be programmers)
who do not have experience using these languages. This paper
presents a demonstration-based technique to support the capture
and reuse of feature model configurations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and
Features – abstract data types, polymorphism, control structures.

General Terms
Design, Languages

Keywords
Feature Model, Model Transformation By Demonstration

1. INTRODUCTION
Feature models have been widely used to model software productline (SPL) variability [1]. A correct variant is configured by
selecting the desired features that satisfy the product requirements
without violating any feature model constraints. Instead of
configuring the whole variant by a single expert, an SPL may
need to be configured collaboratively by different individuals
through a series of feature manipulation and analysis actions. For
instance, an SPL configuration may span multiple engineering
domains, such as hardware and software features, so defining a
complete configuration requires participation of multiple
engineers to make feature selections and perform correctness
checking (e.g., check the cross-tree constraints in a feature model).
In addition, the same part of a configuration may be refined by
different individuals (e.g., senior engineers may address errors or
undesired configurations specified by entry-level engineers).
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Based on this collaborative context, a key challenge is that not all
individuals may have the required domain knowledge to
completely configure a variant in a feature model. Moreover, as
individuals join and leave an organization, critical configuration
knowledge may be lost. Therefore, capturing configuration
knowledge from different individuals and supporting feature
model configuration through knowledge reuse is an essential task.
If feature models are created using domain-specific modeling
tools (e.g., GEMS [7]), a simple approach to capture configuration
knowledge is to save representative configuration examples in
individual files or models, which can be reused in other contexts.
However, reusing this type of knowledge is not flexible due to a
lack of automation. Users have to first understand the reference
configuration and then manually perform the necessary
manipulation or analysis on their feature models to duplicate it.
An alternative to automating the capture and reuse of feature
model configuration knowledge is to specify the configuration and
constraint rules using a Model Transformation Languages (MTL)
[3], or constraint language (e.g., OCL). With this approach, the
model editor can check constraints and perform necessary
configuration actions automatically at modeling time when users
are building the configurations. However, the usage of MTLs and
constraint languages requires developers to learn these languages,
which are not typically focused on product-lines, as well as the
related deeper modeling concepts (e.g., understanding technical
details of the metamodel). Such challenges may prevent some
general end-users from capturing and specifying feature model
manipulation and analysis tasks for which they have extensive
domain experience. Similarly, although automated configuration
approaches (e.g., formulations of feature models as a Constraint
Satisfaction Problem - CSP) can provide intelligent support in
feature configuration [6], optimization and error correction, there
are often configuration rules that domain experts do not know
how to formalize using CSP or SAT languages
To overcome these challenges and provide an end-user approach
for capturing feature model configuration rules without learning a
transformation or constraint language, we have investigated the
idea of using Model Transformation By Demonstration (MTBD)
[2] to automatically capture configuration knowledge and
automate the reuse of the captured knowledge.

Figure 1.A sim
mplified TV featu
ure model

Figure 2. A con
nfiguration for L CD32_37

T
The goal is to provide an inn
novative approaach in a featuree
m
modeling environ
nment that 1) prrovides a simplee way to specify
y
hhow a feature mo
odel should be configured
c
in a given
g
context, 2))
ccan automaticallly apply captu
ured configurattion rules to a
ppartially configu
ured feature mo
odel, and 3) does not requiree
leearning any additional lan
nguages, such as a modell
trransformation laanguage or metam
modeling languaage.
T
The rest of the paper is organizeed as follows: Seection 2 presentss
a motivating ex
xample to dem
monstrate the commonly
c
used
d
m
manipulation an
nd analysis in feature modell configuration;
S
Section 3 explaains the solution
n by introducin
ng MTBD with
h
sseveral examplees; Section 4 diiscusses the adv
vantages of thee
aapproach, as welll as the current limitations. Secction 5 comparess
thhe related work, and Section 6 offers
o
concluding
g remarks.

22. MOTIVA
ATING EXA
AMPLE
A
As the context for a motivatin
ng example, Fig
gure 1 shows a
ffeature model for
fo the configurration of televissions. This is a
ssimplified versio
on specifying th
he main featuress such as Panell
T
Type, Screen Siize, etc. The feeature model iss used to makee
sselections on thee features and define
d
the desireed configuration
n
ffor various typ
pes of digital TVs. Figure 2 presents thee
cconfiguration forr LCD32_37. Du
uring the config
guration process,
ssome manipulatio
on and analysis might be perform
med regularly.
S
Scenario 1 – Co
onfiguration Sav
ving/Loading. A specific digitall
T
TV configuration
n consists of a unique
u
set of feature selections.
M
Making a config
guration for LE
ED19_26, for ex
xample, requiress
sselecting differeent features for Panel Type, Screen
S
Size, and
d
R
Refresh Rate co
ompared with LCD32_37. Saving a specificc
cconfiguration an
nd loading it in
i the base feeature model iss
ccommonly needeed in the model editor. The saveed configuration
n
ccan also repressent partial co
onfiguration pattterns, such ass
sselecting all required
r
featurres, or selectiing a popularr
ccombination of Screen
S
Size (e.g.., 40-42) and Ref
efresh Rate (e.g.,
1120Hz).
S
Scenario 2 – Automatic Constraint
C
Cheecking. Severall
cconstraints in thee digital TV prod
duct-line exist. For
F example, thee
P
Panel Type-Plasm
ma can only app
ply a Refresh Ra
ate at 600Hz; thee

LCD with Screen SSize 32-37 cannnot use Refreshh Rate over
120H
Hz. During the m
modeling process, users expect too conform to
all poositive and neggative constraintts. An automattic checking
mechhanism can bbe helpful in assessing coonfiguration
correcctness.

Figuree 3. An incorrect configuration

Scenaario 3 – Autom
matic Error Correction. After a constraint
violattion is found, coorresponding actiions should be pperformed to
fix thhe error. For insstance, in Figuree 3, the LCD wiith a Screen
Size 332-37 is configuured with a Refreesh Rate at 240H
Hz, which is
over the normal rannge (i.e., 60Hzz-120Hz). The most direct
approoach to fix this error is to desselect the 240Hz
Hz feature to
removve the violation. An autom
matic error dettection and
correcction procedurre can improove the quality of the
configgurations.

3. M
MTBD AND
D FEATUR
RE MODELS
Our eend-user solutioon to automate ffeature model m
manipulation
and aanalysis is to usse a demonstratiion-based techniique, Model
Transsformation By D
Demonstration (M
MTBD) [2], whiich is a new
approoach to implem
ment model trannsformations. T
The goal of
MTB
BD is to enablee general users (e.g., domain experts) to
speciffy reusable connfiguration taskks without know
wing model
transfformation languuages or metaamodel definitiions. Thus,
insteaad of manuallly writing coonstraint rules or model
transfformation ruless to specify ann automated coonfiguration
proceess, users can sspecify these ruules by demonnstrating the
speciffic feature conffiguration process (e.g., select ffeatures) on
the feeature model andd offering feedbback on the moddel to reflect
the ddesired constraiints. A recordding and infereence engine
captuures all feature selections and deselections, geeneralizes a
user’ss intention in a cconfiguration tassk, and generatees a reusable
transfformation patternn automatically..

E
Each configuratiion task includees a precondition
n to ensure thatt
thhe task is no
ot applied in an incorrect context,
c
and a
trransformation th
hat will automatically select/deselect a subset off
thhe feature in the
t
model. Afteer configuration
n knowledge iss
ccaptured as a reu
usable task, it can
n be applied by different
d
domain
n
eexperts. For exaample, a new en
ngineer can use a configuration
n
taask, captured by
y a senior engineeer, to automaticcally configure a
sspecific subset of features th
hat he/she is unfamiliar
u
with.
M
Moreover, an eng
gineer may use a configuration task
t
captured by
y
aan expert from a different domaain to automaticcally configure a
pportion of the feature model thaat is outside of his/her
h
expertise.
W
We present the main
m components and steps in MTBD
M
in Section
n
33.1, followed by an illustration of
o the idea with several
s
exampless
inn Section 3.2.

33.1 Introdu
uction to MT
TBD
F
Figure 4 is an overview
o
of thee MTBD approach, which wass
ooriginally presen
nted in [2]. To specify
s
a modell transformation,
uusers first give a demonstratio
on by directly editing
e
a modell
innstance (e.g., ad
dd a feature to a configuration
n) to simulate a
trransformation taask. During the demonstration, an
a event listenerr
m
monitors all the operations
o
occurrring in the featu
ure model editorr
aand collects thee information fo
or each operatio
on in sequence.
A
After the demo
onstration, the engine
e
optimizees the recorded
d
ooperations to elim
minate any mean
ningless or useless actions.

Figure 4. Overv
view of MTBD

W
With an optiimized list of
o recorded operations,
o
thee
trransformation caan be generalizeed and inferred. Because MTBD
D
ddoes not rely on
n a model transfformation langu
uage, no specificc
trransformation rules
r
are generrated. Instead, we generate a
trransformation pattern<P, T>, where P summarizes
s
thee
pprecondition of a transformation (i.e., where a transformation
n
aapplies), and T specifies
s
the actiions needed in a transformation
n
(i.e., how a traansformation iss performed). For
F example, a
pprecondition can
n specify a set of
o features that must
m
be selected
d
oor quality attribu
ute values that must be presen
nt for a specificc
aautomated config
guration to be ap
pplied.
T
The initial patterrn inferred is sp
pecific to the demonstration and
d
m
may not be com
mpletely accuraate since it is inferred
i
from a
ddemonstration th
hat may depen
nd on domain information nott
related to the feaatures directly manipulated in thee demonstration.
U
Users are allow
wed to refine the
t
inferred traansformation by
y
pproviding more feedback for th
he precondition
n of the desired
d
trransformation scenario from tw
wo perspectives – structure and
d
aattributes. For in
nstance, users can
c restrict the precondition by
y
sselecting and con
nfirming extra features
fe
or relatio
onships between
n
ffeatures in the feeature model ediitor that must bee included in thee

patterrn (e.g., the 2400Hz feature musst be a child of the Refresh
Rate ffeature). A new type of operatioon (Confirm Conntainment) is
impleemented in the eeditor for this ppurpose. The reffinement on
the at
attributes can bee realized by chhoosing the elem
ment in the
demoonstration and ttyping the speccific conditions (e.g., only
selectt a feature if tthe refresh rate is “600Hz”). T
The refined
transfformation patterrn <P’, T> willl be finalized annd stored in
the paattern repositoryy for future use.
The ffinal generated patterns can be executed on any feature
modeel instances thaat satisfy the reequired precondditions. The
execuution starts withh matching the pprecondition P’ in a model
instannce and then carrrying out the traansformation acctions (T) on
the m
matched locatioons of the moodel. When thee syntax or
semanntics are violatted, the executiion of each traansformation
actionn will be loggged and the m
model instance correctness
checkking is performeed after every exxecution. If a ceertain action
violattes the metamoodel definition,, all executed actions are
undonne and the whhole transformattion is cancelleed. We are
workiing on a debuugging tool as part of MTBD
D to aid in
identiification of errorrs in the demonsstration process.

3.2 Assisting F
Feature Con
nfiguration
To usse MTBD to haandle common ffeature model m
manipulation
and aanalysis scenariios, we can foollow the MTB
BD steps to
demoonstrate the proccess, refine the ppattern, and thenn execute the
patterrn whenever neeeded.
Supp
porting Configu
uration Saving//Loading. As aan example,
after uunderstanding hhow to configuree the LCD32_377, we simply
demoonstrate the seleection process on a base modell, by setting
the 155 features to bee selected, and cchange the moddel shown in
Figurre 1 to the new
w configuration in Figure 2. Thhe recording
enginne captures all 15 operations perrformed, and geeneralizes an
initiall transformatioon pattern, whhich contains a minimum
precoondition and a seet of transformaation actions. Figgure 5 is an
abstraact representattion of the generalized paattern. The
precoondition is minim
mum because it only specifies thhe minimum
numbber of model eleements needed to correctly exeecute all the
transfformation actionns with enough operands. In thhis case, 15
differrent features aare sufficient to guarantee thhe recorded
actionns.
The iinitial generalizeed pattern is nott accurate becauuse it lacks a
speciffication of the reelationships betw
ween all features, as well as
the cconstraints on the name of each feature. IIn the user
refineement step, userrs can provide m
more feedback too restrict the
generralized preconddition. The refi
finement on thee structural
precoondition is givven by using the Confirm C
Containment
operaation extended in the editor. Users simply choose the
desireed model elemennt (e.g., the featuure relationship between the
two selected featurres) in the ediitor, and choose Confirm
which the chosenn elements will be included
Contaainment, after w
in thee precondition (ssee Figure 6).
The rrefinement on thhe attribute precoondition is donee through an
attribuute preconditionn dialog, which enables users too select any
modeel elements in thee current preconndition, and speccify a textual
constr
traint on its attriibute. For exam
mple, the root off the feature
modeel must be “Diggital TV,” so wee click on the nname of the
featurre f1, and type =
== “Digital TV..” Similarly, feaature f2 (i.e.,
Panell Type) uses thee XOR for compposition of its chhildren, so it
is alsso specified inn the dialog. F
Figure 7 show
ws the final
transfformation patternn after refinement.

Precondition

Action
ns

f1 – f15: Feature
e

f1.selec
cted=true
f2.selec
cted=true
f3.selec
cted=true
……
f15.sele
ected=true

Figure 5. Th
he initial generaliized transformatiion pattern
Precondition

Action
ns
f1.selec
cted=true
f2.selec
cted=true
f3.selec
cted=true
……
f15.sele
ected=true

f1-f15: Feature

r1-r15: Feature
e
Relationship

Figure 6. The tra
ansformation patttern with structural precondition

Precondition

Action
ns
f1.selec
cted=true
f2.selec
cted=true
f3.selec
cted=true
……
f15.sele
ected=true

r1-r15: Featture
Relationship
p
f1.name == ”Dig
gital TV”
f1.ChildCompos
sition == Required
f2.name == ”Pan
nel Type”
f2.ChildCompos
sition == XOR
……

Speciifying a consttraint does noot require reguular editing
operaations. Users cann perform Confi
firm Containmennt operations
to refflect the desireed structure of the rule (e.g., the Plasma
featurre and 600Hz feature, as w
well as their pparents and
relatioonships, as illusstrated in Figuree 8). To furtherr restrict the
patterrn and give morre specific consttraints, we proviide attribute
refineement on the prrecondition – booth “Plasma” annd “600Hz”
are seelected (i.e., botth selected attribbutes are true), as shown in
Figurre 9.
Laterr, when the patteern is executed, a successful paattern match
meanns that the speccific constraint is satisfied in the current
modeel. Similarly, neggative constraintts can be demonsstrated (e.g.,
demoonstrate the seleected LCD withh the Screen Siize 32-37 is
configgured with a sellected Refresh Rate240Hz), and a successful
patterrn matching meaans the constrainnt is violated.
Supp
porting Error C
Correction. Bassed on constrainnt checking,
error correction can bbe realized by ddemonstrating thhe correction
operaations. For exam
mple, if the situaation in Figure 3 is present,
users can demonstratte deselecting thhe 240Hz featurre, and then
providde the structuraal precondition and attribute pprecondition.
Execuuting the finaliized pattern (F
Figure 10) will match the
locatiion that violatess the constraintss and execute thhe actions to
fix thhe violation.
Pre
recondition

f1-f15: Feature

Figure 7. The transformation patttern with attribu
ute precondition

W
With the finalizeed pattern, the LCD32_37
L
confi
figuration can bee
looaded anytime by
b executing thee pattern. The execution
e
enginee
regards the preecondition of the
t
pattern as a graph with
h
cconstraints, and traverses the model to carrry out a graph
h
m
matching. The actions
a
will be executed
e
on the match location,
ssetting all the feaatures as selected
d. Following thee same approach,
uusers can also deemonstrate conffiguration on paart of the featuree
m
model, or some selection
s
patterns for future reusee.
S
Supporting Con
nstraint Checkiing. Another ch
hallenge that thee
M
MTBD approach
h helps alleviatee is ensuring thaat configurationss
ddo not violate do
omain best practiices or rules thatt are not directly
y
ccaptured in the feature
f
model. For
F example, alth
hough it may bee
ppossible to select a Plasma paneel with a refresh
h rate lower than
n
6600Hz, it is not a typical configu
uration. In this caase, the captured
d
cconfiguration taasks can aid engineers in checking thesee
cconstraints extern
nal to the featuree model.
F
From these exam
mples, it can be seen
s
that the preecondition of thee
ppattern serves ass the matching criteria
c
for the ex
xecution engine.
Inn other wordss, a successfu
ul pattern matcch implies thee
ssatisfaction of th
he constraints. Th
herefore, MTBD
D can be applied
d
too demonstrate th
he specification of
o the desired co
onstraints and lett
thhe engine autom
matically check th
hem. In the seco
ond example, wee
ddemonstrate the constraint
c
corressponding to the requirement
r
thatt
a Panel Type-Pla
asma can only ap
pply a Refresh Rate
R at 600Hz.

Figure 8. Con
nfirming the invollved features in th
he constraint

Actions
ff1-f5: Feature
rr1-r4: FeatureRelattionship
ff1.name == ”Digital TV”
……
ff5.name == “Plasm
ma”
ff5.selected == true
e
ff6.name == “600Hzz”
ff6.selected == true
e

N/A

Figur e 9. Finalized traansformation patttern for constrain
nt checking

Pre
econdition

Actions
f1-f5: Feature
r1-r4:
FeatureRelation
nship

d = false
f7.selected

……
f7.n
name == “LCD”f7.sselected == true
f8.n
name == “32-37” f8
8.selected == true
f8.n
name == “240Hz” ff8.selected == true

Figu
ure 10. Finalized transformation p
pattern for error correction

4. D
DISCUSSIO
ON
MTB
BD has been im
mplemented inn GEMS (Geneeric Eclipse
Modeeling System) [7]. With a ffeature modelinng language
defineed in GEMS, wee are able to use MTBD to support the main
featurre model manippulation and annalysis highlighhted in this
paperr. Using MTBD, users are only involved in ediiting feature
modeel instances to ddemonstrate thee configurations and giving
feedbback on the connstraints after thee demonstrationn. All of the
other tasks (i.e., optiimization, infereence, generationn, execution,
and ccorrectness checcking) are fully automated. Addditionally, in
the stteps where userss are involved, all the informatiion exposed
to useers is at the conncrete feature moodeling level at the specific
workiing domain, rathher than at the geeneric metamodeel level. The
contaainment confirm
mation is simplyy realized by a one-click
operaation on the dessired feature or relationship, annd the extra
precoondition is givenn using the dialogg where users caan access all
the eelements in thee precondition and type the constraints

directly. The generated patterns are invisible to users (Figure 5,
6, 7, 9, 10 are presented for the sake of explanation, which are
not visible to users when using MTBD). Therefore, users are
fully isolated from metamodel definitions and implementation
details. Moreover, because no MTLs and tools are used in the
implementation of MTBD, users do not need to know any
constraint or model transformation languages.

general end-users can convert their knowledge on configuration
and constraints into transformation patterns, which can be
reused in any feature model to automate similar processes.

In the current implementation, some limitations are still present
that require further improvement. It is not convenient to express
more generic constraints by demonstration and refinement. For
example, if LCD32_37 can only apply the maximum Refresh
Rate, the maximum value cannot be reflected easily by
demonstration or refinement. Furthermore, it would be more
helpful to enable live transformation pattern matching and
execution, rather than allowing users to execute the patterns
manually. Users can be prompted with notifications about the
potential constraint satisfaction/violation, or error correction. In
addition, instead of storing the transformation patterns locally,
using a remote repository to share their configuration and
analysis patterns may improve knowledge reuse and
communication. Finally, how to check the correctness of the
demonstration, when applying multiple patterns to a feature
model, and how to detect and resolve the conflicts among them
are other essential issues.
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5. RELATED WORK
MTLs are powerful tools to support feature model
configurations. Both textual and graphical MTLs are applicable
to these tasks, but they all share the challenges of a steep
learning curve that requires knowledge of metamodel
definitions. Similar to MTBD, Model Transformation By
Example (MTBE) [4] is another approach to simplify the
implementation of model transformations by inferring
transformation rules from the given mappings. However, this
approach focuses on transformation between different domains,
so it is not appropriate for the feature model manipulation and
analysis tasks that occur in the same domain.
Some intelligent approaches to automatically detect and fix
configuration have been investigated by White et al. [5]. They
focus on specific constraint checking and correction techniques,
which calculate the minimum error fixing operations based on
the input model and a set of constraints. Instead, we concentrate
on more generic figure model configuration tasks and enabling
end-users to easily specify their own constraints during the
feature model editing process.

6. CONCLUSIONS
A number of manipulation and analyses are frequently
performed when configuring feature models. This paper
described an application of Model Transformation by
Demonstration to simplify the specification of such
manipulation and analysis in feature models, so that
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